
 

October 2017 

Daily 
Sunday 22 October 

main Stage 
11:30   Doors open 

13:00   Aidreann 

14:45  Lyradanz 

16:45   Mr. Klof 

18:30   end ceremony 

See you back next year!  

Breaking news! There will be a CaDansa next year. In 
May Louise announced that she wanted to move on and 
do other things then organising CaDansa. And since 
CaDansa is her baby and she did not see anyone able 
and willing to take it over, it would be the last CaDansa. 
But there is one person with whom Louise trusts her 
baby and that is Selena. Walking around at CaDansa 
Selena realised that she wanted to continue this 
beautiful festival. She gathered a great team to do so. 
There were some hints in yesterday’s Cadaily, did you 

got them? 
Louise and 
Selena made the 
news public at 
the stage 
yesterday. We 
saw many tears 
of joy!

It is already the last day of the festival, but no crying needed (only happy tears)…as you may have heard 
we have a big headline today!

Health announcement  

We are confronted with a 
serious epidemic. It is a D.T.D. 
Dance transferable disease, 
called ‘glitter beard’. It has 
been said that the only cure is 
shaving…    

Going home 

Today we have a great final day. Do 
not miss the end ceremony at 18.30! 

Please leave the building quickly 
after the festival so that we can clean 
up. 

There will be an After Cadaily so 
keep putting things in the bag or   
e-mail to info@cadansa.nl with 
‘cadaily’ in the subject :)  

Glitter stage  
14:00 Swartematerie  
15:15 Paracetamol  
16:30 Jam session/boeuf 
17:15 Silent disco 
18.30 end (go to end ceremony!)  
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rUMOURS 
Yesterday we had a very talented face paint crew. Together they painted for 15 hours!  
A few women secretly peeked at the men’s circle . It looked beautiful and delicious! <3 
CaDansa is almost over but anything can still happen! …Serena and Florent met on the Sunday 
afternoon of CaDansa 2015, they haven’t stopped dancing since then. They are getting married in 
April 2018! Congratulations from CaDansa!  
The volunteers are working very hard to make CaDansa possible, but they also have some relaxing 
time… they managed to make a 1000 pieces puzzle in this time (with really bad light in the volunteers 
hangout!) These volunteers can do anything!  
Conversation at the bar: “so you know this is the last 
CaDanca?”, other person: “Yeah, yeah, right and were there 
dragons in that folk tale?”  
Are you thirsty? The Bardians of the CaDaxy are here to 
save you!  
You can fit many people in the Van der Valk hotel rooms… 
a group photo was taken at the afterparty!  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A whale was once caught in a fish pond 
Was forced to massage tout le monde 

But after a while  He cracked up a smile  He had earned enough for his bail bond —- 
CaLimerick from anonymous




